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APPLICATIONS FOR AWC MEMBERSHIP
F. Brad Briscoe, 7273 Snake Rd., Oakland CA 94611 510-3262305 Briscoebrad@msn.com Endorsers: Cindy Scott, Jean Balint
 Jenni Knutson, 247 N 2nd St., Seward NE 68434 402-641-2673
jknutson@neb.rr.com endorsers: Jennifer Beach-Buda, Shelley
Krueger
Tina Macgregor, 820 Fairway Rd. NW, Albuquerque NM 87107
505-345-6338 tina@runrigwhippets.com Endorsers: Nancy Billups,
Marcia Whitney
COMMENTS regarding applicants may be sent to—Membership Chair Kay
Nierengarten, 5654 Chalstrom Dr., Saginaw, MN 55779
or emailed to: kay@northwindcatalog.com

WELCOME BACK:
James Clever, Fort Loudon, Pennsylvania; Kristal Couch,
Eucha, Oklahoma; Robin Exted, Becker, Minnesota; Monroe Kornfelod, Scarsdale, New York
LAST ISSUE, TIME TO RENEW:
LaRee Johnson, Chirleen Michelini, D’Layne Parker,
Joanne Pelton, Martha Reed, Meagan Shertzer, Lisa
Winder, Emiko Yang

AWC Board of Directors
President Russ McFadden...505-753-6782
rlmcfadden@valornet.com
Vice President Connie Brunkow...217-431-8972
cbrunkow@dacc.edu
Secretary Cindy Scott…719-594-9974
brookwood22@comcast.net
Treasurer David Samuelson...651-454-4174
samuelsond@aol.com
Lisa Costello...815-695-1930 mtncow@earthlink.net
Christine Hopperstad...206-322-5872 cah@gte.net
Donna Lynch...508-636-0705 ddlhamrya@aol.com
Kay Nierengarten…218-729-8003 kay@northwindcatalog.com
Patience Renzulli...270-575-9753 dogwalkers@comcast.net

Dear Readers,
Below you’ll find several interesting links to interesting stuff about
dogs and Whippets. If you’re squeamish the last one is a little gory.
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/
article/0,9171,1921614,00.html
http://www.whippetsnippets.com/2009/09/enjoy-a-refreshingwhippet.html
http://www.minkchocolates.com/mink-bon-bons/bon-bon-dog-twopieces.html
http://awalkwithwhippets.com/index.htm
http://
ribsy.typepad.com/.a/6a00d834527eb169e201157249850d970b-pi

National Show Chair
Cindy Scott
719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Eastern Harriett Lee 434-295-4525
hnl4c@virginia.edu
Midwest Pat Richey 330-735-2486
sprichey@yahoo.com
N. Central David Samuelson 651-454-4174
SamuelsonD@aol.com
South Central Nancy Billups 806-381-0601
cloudnine@arn.net
Southern David Howton 770-345-2120
DRWhippet@aol.com
Western Pam Magette, 562-598-8717
pmagette@solariswhippets.com
AWC SHOW CALENDAR
AWC 2010 National Specialty, Tucson AZ
www.awc2010.com
AWC Southern Specialty Saturday, September 19,
2009 Atlanta KC Sweeps: Debbie Davenport (Kamada),
Breed: Dana Cline; Sunday, September 20, Newnan KC,
Breed: David Samuelson, (Dashing)
AWC Support: November 21st, Windham County KC in
W. Springfield, Massachusetts. Puppy and Veteran
Sweeps: Mary Downing (Whimsy); Regular classes:
Helen Brettell (Lost Creek). We will have great trophies,
due to the contributions of so many generous friends of
our breed. All donations will be listed in the Premium
list and Catalog. Judge the day prior: Donna Lynch
(Hamrya) Judge the day after: Rachel Gongre
AWC Support, Friday December 11, 2009 Breed: Anthony "Bud" Gutilla, Sweeps: Kaleena Lowther at the
Medina KC show, IX Center, Cleveland, OH
OTHER WHIPPET EVENTS
MAWA Specialty Thursday, September 17, 2009
Sweeps: Robin Barry (Hound Hollow), Breed: Donna
Lynch (Hamrya); Friday, September 18, Douglasville KC;
Judge: Judy Park (Collairine)
SCWA 25th Specialty Saturday, December 12, 2009 at
the 125th AKC Eukanuba National Championship Show in
Long Beach, California. Superintendent is Onofrio Dog
Shows. Closing Date is November 11th. All dogs are
eligible only this year for the special celebration show.

SHOW CHAIR SPECIAL MESSAGE
NATIONAL JUDGE SELECTION
Due to some inadvertent omissions on the
judges ballot that was sent out a few weeks ago,
all AWC members will be receiving a new ballot
in the mail. The CERF issues that you voted on
remain the same and will not be re-balloted.
If you still have your white paper copy of the
ballot, please throw it away. The accountant
that does the tabulating will be discarding the
ones already received. The deadline will be
extended.
Sorry for the inconvenience.
Cindy
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

It’s hard to believe how quickly time has flown by this year. As
we head into Fall and Winter (yuk – I hate the cold and snow) it is
time to start thinking about a couple of upcoming deadlines.
Wendy Clark will need your advertisements for the 2009 Whippet
News Annual sooner than you might think. If you haven’t started
working on your ad copy or what pictures you may want to use or
still need to take you might want to start giving it some thought.
In accordance with the By-Laws, the Board of Directors will
name a nominating committee for the Class of 2013 before
October 1, 2009. This will be an unusual election this time because
of the need to fill four Board positions rather than the normal
three. Typically the nominating committee includes one current
Board member with the other four positions (two regular members
and two alternates) named from the membership at large. Two
nominees for each position must be named so there will be eight
candidates to choose from when the ballots are sent out early next
year. If you have any interest in serving on the nominating
committee or running for a position on the Board, please let AWC
Secretary Cindy Scott or me know. Obviously, if you would like to
serve on the nominating committee we need to know soon. We will
forward the names of anyone interested in running for a position
on the Board to the nominating committee once it is formed.
Speaking of deadlines, I hope everyone has taken the time to
vote on the proposed changes to the Futurity rules and also for the
preliminary judge selection for the 2011 National Specialty. Both
ballots are important so if you haven’t yet, please take the time to
cast your ballots. Remember they must be postmarked no later
than October 1, 2009.
Until the next time, take care, be safe and have fun with your
Whippets.
Russell
FROM THE SECRETARY
Please go to the AWC website http://awc.myclubinfo.org/ and review
and change any info that is incorrect or that needs updating—your email
address, street address, kennel name, phone number, etc. We really want
to use this as a means of communicating with members and subscribers.
Thanks, Cindy
FUTURITY REPORT
The 2010 Futurity will be held on April 20, 2010, in Tucson, Arizona.
Nominated litters born on or after October 8, 2008 to October 20, 2009
are eligible for the 2010 Futurity.
The nomination process to select the 2010 Futurity Judge will begin
in November. Breeders will be asked to nominate two different names
of individuals with the qualification of “hands on experience” with the
Whippet breed and who are in good standing with the AKC. Ballots will
go in the mail the first of November. If you don’t receive a ballot by
November 10th and believe you should have, notify me immediately.
You must be an AWC member to participate in the nomination/voting
procedures. Late Bitch Nominations waive their right to participate in
the judge selection process.
Please include the registered name of the bitch on all correspondence. As always, I will acknowledge receipt of all nominations so, if
you don’t get an acknowledgment, drop me an email.
Kathy Slater, Futurity Chairman
AWCFuturity@aol.com 618-585-4677
241 Prairietown Road, Dorsey, IL 62021

AWC MIDWEST SPECIALTY CRITIQUE
Judge Dr. Connie Brunkow
It was a pleasure to judge the AWC Midwest Specialty on August 1st, 2009. I had the privilege to examine one of the finest
group of Whippets I've seen in some years. The quality was so
deep in almost all the classes, I often found myself wishing I
could award eight placements instead of four! In my bred by
exhibitor bitch class of twenty, I cut to ten, could have kept
some of those I excused, and could have placed any of those ten
bitches. My winners line-ups were a marvel of consistency, a
tribute to the quality of the Whippets exhibited to me. My specials class, too, was overall outstanding.
Rather than discuss specific exhibits, I’d like discuss what I
look for in my ideal Whippet and my overall impressions of the
entries. In general, when I evaluate a Whippet (or any dog, for
that matter), I start with the topline. I believe that the whole
dog is attached to the topline, so to speak, and if it’s not right,
the rest of the dog can’t be. I prefer a longer topline with a moderate arch beginning over the loin, rather than over the 10th or
"anticlinal" vertebra. A topline with a distinct dip behind the
shoulders is incorrect. I generally don't reward a dog with a
steep croup. I believe these traits are essential to a good running dog. Too short a loin or too steep a croup seem to impair
the dog's ability to stretch out while running. Additionally, a
longer-cast dog tends to have a longer stride, and can cover
distance with fewer strides, therefore running more efficiently. I
have seen shorter coupled dogs run fairly well, but they do seem
to tire more quickly.
Next I evaluate the front assembly. I have become a pastern
"junkie", looking for good angles in the entire front, but especially in the pasterns. I have found through personal experience
with my own dogs that the incidence of chronic injury definitely
increases with a straight pastern, due to the loss of the cushioning effect of a correctly angled pastern. If you examine the
fronts of the fastest race dogs, they may be straighter in the
shoulder or upper arm, but seldom in the pasterns. I suspect
that those who are upright in the pastern have shortened running careers. In this entry of Whippets, I did see quite a few
short straight upper arms, a problem that continues to plague
us. That fault produces a short "goose stepping" movement,
similar to what is seen in some terriers. Unlike a hackney gait,
the dog moves his whole front leg from the elbow in a low but
stiff, inflexible manner. It does seem to lead to restricted extension at the run.
The neck of the Whippet tells me something about his shoulders. If the neck is shorter, I look for straight shoulders. I also
look at the width between the shoulder blades - for me, 3 of my
fingers is correct. Too little tells me that the shoulders may be
set incorrectly on the ribcage. When the tips of the blades are
too close, the dog loses agility, as the blades may interfere with
each other when the dog is turning on the run. Too much width
suggests I need to check the upper arm as it may be straight. I
also like to see about one of my hand's width between the front
legs, obviously varying somewhat with the size and gender of
the Whippet. Of course, I like to see a lovely arched neck, blending beautifully into the shoulders.
Next I look at the ribs and underline. I prefer a longer flatter
ribcage, the ribs angling somewhat backwards, allowing for lung
room without adding width to the dog, which would tend to slow
him down. A nice tuck-up helps the Whippet when in the contracting phase of his gallop, though a longer dog won't have as
obvious a tuck-up as a shorter one.
The rear quarters should look powerful, though I have seen a
few Whippets with rears that were really too wide. I didn't see
any of those in this entry. I look for moderate angulation ideally

matching the angles of the front assembly. When the rear is incorrectly more angulated than the front, the dogs must do one of two
things when he moves - either he will "crab" (or "sidewind"), moving with his front and rear in different planes, or he will move in a
"sickle hocked" fashion. Both of these compensations will keep his
back feet from interfering with his front, at the trot. I’d rather have
a dog who’s a little straight on both ends, but balanced, than one
that’s angled at the rear end and not the front. In my own dogs, I
know that rear overangulation significantly reduces agility in the
field. I prefer longer flatter muscles rather than more bunchy ones,
though I don't think either type confers a special advantage for
running. I just find the flatter muscles somewhat more aesthetic.
I don't fault a dog whose hips are at the same height as his shoulders, though most show bred dogs don't display this conformation.
I also don’t fault dogs who stand slightly toed-out in front as it
corrects itself at movement, or dogs who are slightly cow-hocked
as that doesn’t seem to affect performance either, though I do
fault a dog that toes in, either front or rear. I prefer a little longer
foot rather than a too round foot, as I have found that the cat foot
seems more injury prone and is possibly not as efficient in soft
ground.
After looking at the structural essentials, I evaluate the aesthetic
parts of the Whippet. Heads are important for breed type, though
for me, beauty is as beauty does. I did see mostly pretty heads in
this entry, though we are unfortunately losing the big eyes which
give our breed so much expression. I think Mother Nature must not
want a big eye in the Whippet, as it seems so very hard to keep. At
least we should try and breed the correct round appearing shape,
as I did see a few almond shaped eyes, which does give the dog a
very foreign look. A dark eye confers a nicer expression than a
light one, but as long as the eye is at least as dark as the coat
color, I won't fault it severely. A small ear set high on the head
also confers nice breed type. I like a muzzle about as long, or even
slightly longer than the backskull and ideally with really good
strong underjaw. Coat color is immaterial to me. A short fine coat
is surprisingly water and dirt repellent, and may aid in speed. Also
a lovely long tail, correctly carried, is icing on the cake. I'm not as
convinced of the importance of the tail as a rudder, but it is useful
in signaling pack mates of the dog's intentions
while hunting or in social interactions.
When judging movement , I will forgive some minor unsoundness on either end, but tend to fault very narrow or overly wide
fronts, hackney gaits (thankfully not seen often anymore) and extreme sloppiness of front movement (i.e. flipping pasterns, extreme toeing-in or out or loose elbows), as well as sickle hocks or
overangulated rear legs. When I evaluate the dog from the side
I’m especially thrilled by a very light easy side gait, with nice reach
and balanced drive, but don’t look for German Shepherd dog flying
trot, which is not correct in a Whippet.
In general, most of this entry were fairly sound both coming &
going. I have been fascinated for many years by the fact that some
very good running dogs have been pretty unsound, especially in
the front and I have wondered whether those animals might be
more injury prone.
I want to thank everyone who brought their beautiful dogs for
me to evaluate. I try and give each dog equal attention, even if I
don't think I will use the dog, as I feel every exhibitor paid their
entry fee and is entitled to that courtesy. I also look at judging as a
learning experience since each dog has something to teach me.
The folks who put on the specialty are to be congratulated on a
wonderful job, with beautiful trophies, a great potluck after the
show, and the ever popular "poop toss" contest. Even the weather
cooperated, at least for the day of the Specialty, leading to an experience I will long remember!
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Here are my winners:
WD: (from BBE) Shamasan Don't Worry Be Happy (Ch. Hound
Hill Birthday Suit x Ch Elysian Needless To Say)
RWD: (from open) Wistwind Brimstone (Ch. Lightfalls On A
Ravens Wing x Wistwind's Finesse)
WB: (from 9-12) Sporting Field's Teenie Weenie Bikini (Ch.
Sporting Fields Major League x Ch. Sporting Fields Bahama
Sands)
RWB: (from 12-18) Hi Tor's Don't Look Back (Ch. Abelarm
Debonair x Ch. Hi Tor Rippleton Lost For Words)
BOB: Ch. Fanfare's Crazy Ex-Girlfriend (Ch. Plumcreek Hollowell Go Forth x Ch. Fanfare's Too Cute To Care)
BOS: Ch. Plumcreek Hollowell Go Forth (Ch. Plumcreek Come
Fly With Me x Ch. Plumcreek Touch The Stars)
BOW: WD
Select 1: Ch. Hi Tor Rippleton's Romeo (Ch. Raybar's Red
October x Ch. Woodsia Appraxin Whitetail)
Select 2: Ch. Surrey Hill's Golden Boy, JC (Ch. Chelsea Chalcedony x Ch. Diablesse Surrey hill Say Yaha)
Select 3: Ch. Snow Hill Caliope (Ch. Sportingfield Hot Topic x
Ch. Snow Hill Mind Body & Soul, JC)
Select 4: FC Devereux Touched By An Angel, SC (Ch. Sporting Field's Rock On x Ch. Wilhaus Here Comes The Sun, JC)
Select 5: Ch. Karasar's Par Excellence (Ch. Karasar's Jackpot
x Ch. Karasar's Essence)

Too Cool For Words, Wildhare Good Ride Cowboy, Plumcreek Hollowell Night Odyssey, Ch. Kamada's Instant Millionaire, Ch. Plumcreek
Fortune Walking On Heir, Ch. Sunbeam Rembrandt Of Endeavor,
and Ch. Summit Autumn Gabardine Martin.
Bitches of Merit, and value to the breed: Rusalka Just Say The
Word, Oxford Sunbeam Sleepless In Seattle, Rusalka What's The
Magic Word, Rusalka Take My Word For It, Affinity Blonde On
Blonde, Northwind Elves In Trees, Willabe You Turn Me On, Windwalkers Katrina's Fanfare, Ch. Yorktown's Extra Vitamin C, Ch.
Kamada's A Million Dreams, Ch. C Square's Sheeza Sheila, and of
course, Ch. Snow Hill Calliope, SC.
Of note: The best conditioned dog on the day was Comet's Rocky
Mountain News.
I found it very interesting to "play" with my eventual BOB winner
(Ch. Snow Hill Calliope) in several different colors, and markings.
I pictured her solid black, solid white, solid brindle, solid fawn, parti
color, white with patches of color, solid red fawn, parti color blue
grey, dilute brindle; you name it, she was it. The bottom line: she is
to me, the "accessible to everyone" Whippet in any color. Breed
character, soundness, bullet proof temperament, lovely symmetry of
outline, powerful gait from the side. A genuine athlete. Surely a
sign of a really good example of our breed.
Thank you to the AWC, the show committee, and the exhibitors for
helping make this specialty, REALLY special for me.
Iva

AWC NORTH CENTRAL SPECIALTY CRITIQUE
Judge Iva Kimmelman
Judging the North Central AWC specialty was a spectacular
experience. Nothing makes me feel better about the dog
world, (and my breed) than putting my eyes and hands on
other peoples’ Whippets.
It was made all the more special to share the day with Angie
Diehl. This was her very first assignment, and she is going to
be an important judge in the future. She really did an outstanding job, behaving like someone who has been doing this
a very long time.
On to my assignment.
Our breed is in fine shape, in my humble opinion. I am
pleased to see that the breeders in charge now are doing a
wonderful job of combining type (breed character), with
soundness and powerful gait as described in our standard.
Most exhibits were shown in good physical condition (defined
muscles) as well. Some exhibitors seem to refuse to give their
dogs a bath before a show, and that is unfortunate. If one
thinks enough of their Whippet to pay an entry fee, why not
make the effort to bathe the sweet little soul!!!
The problems that still haunt us are straight upper arms, too
short loins, (both of these issues throw balance out the window) and small, almond eyes. These smallish eyes seem to
usually be accompanied with pronounced haws. Not a look we
want, right? So pleased the revised standard has gone back to
the use of the word "round" (to oval) in eye shape, as correct.
I fight the same battle, so I am not pointing any fingers. The
race bred Whippets all have large round eyes. Perhaps if we
don't breed for it, we will just get it?
There are never enough ribbons or AOM's to go around at
an entry of this size and quality. It is always challenging to
split hairs, and make a decision, when so many are worthy of
high honors.
Worth mentioning:
Dogs of Merit, and value to the breed: New Ch. Northwind's
Grin And Bear It, Rusalka Vintage True To His Word, Rusalka

AWC N. CENTRAL SPECIALTY SWEEPSTAKES CRITIQUE
Friday, August 21, 2009 Lake Elmo, MN
Judge Ms Angie Diehl (Nysa Hill)
Thanks to Show Chairs Cindy Scott, David Samuelson and their
hardworking teams, the AWC holds some of the best specialties
anywhere. This specialty exceeds its reputation for excellence in
every way: beautiful show grounds, camaraderie, hospitality and
depth of beautiful entries.
Early rain and wind gusts presented challenges to some exhibits.
But all did their best possible in our “snapshot” of time together.
Later, I was able to watch the regular classes, when the day and
dogs were warmer, and many relaxed into freer gaits not as evident
during our Sweeps morning.
Thanks also to Bo Bengtson, Mary Dukes, Deann Christianson, Iva
Kimmelman, Molly Rule-Steele, Daniel Lockhart, and more for their
sage mentoring of breed essentials over the last seven years, key
being: “Beautifully balanced muscular power and strength, combined with great elegance and grace of outline.” The majority of
sweeps exhibits were all this and more. There were far more winners than top ribbons to give on this day.
6-9 Puppy Dogs
Both well put-together young males for their age, but movement
gave RUSALKA VINTAGE TRUE TO HIS WORD the edge and top
placement over littermate RUSALKA TOO COOL FOR WORDS at
the beginning of this day.
9-12 Puppy Dogs
A tough class, in the very best sense. Flowing gait gave first to the
stately BOHEM JUBILEE WHAT DREAMS MAY COME, a picture
of balance in anatomy and stride. But striking black-and-white
LONGLESSON PRIVATE CONVERSATION, a stunner, was a very
close second. Later, in regular classes, I saw the stride I hoped he
possessed. The head and face on third, SUMMIT AN AMERICAN
IN PARIS, is an expression of perfection. He was in something of a
precocious puppy mood moving, but watch out for this shapely
youngster as he matures.

12-15 Junior Dogs
Torn between two Whippets…. First place fawn-brindle DAKOTA KAMADA RUM RUNNER and second place red-brindle
-and-white WILDHARE GOOD RIDE COWBOY are both
young stallions with ideal balance, strong-yet-smooth muscling, and proud carriage that’s naturally good due to great
anatomy. Both have the quintessential topline. The first dog
asked for it more this morning, with confident comportment,
reach and drive typically seen in much more seasoned dogs.
Third place to the athletic blue FINGHIN'S CELTIC LEGACY
OF KIRKHAM whose fitness was top flight, but I preferred
the length of the first two. PLUMCREEK INCOGNITO, a
white dog with beautiful black-brindle markings, holds one’s
attention with his classic shape and regal head but he was
outmoved by the dogs above during our time together.
15-18 Junior Dogs
Winner NORTHWIND DA VINCI'S CORPORALITA, a substantial brindle-and-white striker with an excellent layback of
shoulder and powerful rear, so smoothly eased into his free
gait he couldn’t be denied. Second place brindle-and-white
NORTHWIND THE DAILY SHOW DE SUD held his topline
well, but was less balanced on the move, as was third
NORTHWIND'S GRIN AND BEAR IT, a white with fawn
markings who gaited much more evenly later (so nicely, in
fact, that he went WD). Fourth to NORTHWIND'S CODE OF
HONOR, a shapely red brindle and white male whose head
and expression are captivating.
6-9 Puppy Bitches
Wow - A wealth of (beautiful) bitches. First and second were
tight, and later, I witnessed the same dilemma in the Regular
Classes. Each constructed so well, refined yet athletic, each
with a lovely headpiece, terrific front assembly, good length
flowing into a smooth, sound rear. In my ring, fawn brindleand-white winner OXFORD SUNBEAM SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE held her curves better standing and moving than second place RUSALKA JUST SAY THE WORD, a fawn-andwhite. Her taller, fawn-brindle littermate RUSALKA WHAT'S
THE MAGIC WORD, third, was a bit shyer going this morn as
was the fourth place brindle-and-white DAKOTA'S MYSTERY
DATE who nonetheless sports a gorgeous head, neck and
earset.
9-12 Puppy Bitches
White-and-fawn winner SNOW HILL WEATHERED SOUL
was in superlative condition. Her exquisite length, planes and
construction lent themselves to walk-on-water movement, and
she was shown to perfection. Close second TRIPLETIME
ANYTHING GOES, a striking white bitch with curves in all the
right places, commands attention with her bright beauty.
Later, I saw that she opened up on the afternoon move. Third
place FANFARE'S VINTAGE TENNESSEE ROSE, a lush redbrindle girl, looked to be finding her lovely long legs, and once
she’s sure of just how fine they are, look out. Curvy AIKERSKAILL JURY OF ONE showed for a demure but elegant
fourth.
12-15 Junior Bitches
A silhouette that exudes type gave exotic black-brindle DAKOTA KAMADA MAKE MINE A DOUBLE this class, especially when coupled with silken movement that held her Scurves on every stride. PLUMCREEK A FINE ROMANCE
pushed hard for first with her gorgeous shape, fine neck into
shoulder, well-made front and nice bend of pastern, but she
seconded the winner on sidegait. Third place brindle-andwhite RUSALKA LIGHT THE TORCH is a curvaceous stunner
with a masked headpiece and expression to die for, shorter
coupled than 1 and 2. Fourth AFFINITY ORANGE BLOS-

SOM SPECIAL is a tall brindle beauty with athletic style for
miles, but she did not move out like the others in the early day.
15-18 Junior Bitches
On movement, NORTHWIND'S ELVES IN TREES, a fawn brindle and white, edged out the eye-catching AMMARDAN JOMYR
AKOYA PEARL, a red-and-white with tremendous shape in top
condition who was just a shade more careful on the wet grass
than the first this morning.
BEST IN SWEEPS
Done with the classes, I turned to a line-up of winners that made
my heart sing -- each worthy of the Sweeps ribbon. My 12-15
Dog won with his continued flawless movement and a breathtaking free stack from every angle -- testaments to correct assembly
and balance. Combined with his proper muscling, chiseled head,
certain underjaw, spark and biddability, he was impossible to
deny. After judging, I was pleasantly surprised to learn he’d finished just before the specialty, and therefore he was not only
BEST IN SWEEPS but also NEW CH. DAKOTA KAMADA RUM
RUNNER. As I finish this critique, I see that he won three BOBs
the following weekend, so he appears to have a special future
ahead.
I had no idea that the 12-15 Bitch to whom I awarded Opposite
was littermate to the above dog, but she (like her brother) oozes
flow from head to tail. No exaggeration. Seamless standing and
moving, she was BEST OF OPPOSITE IN SWEEPS DAKOTA
KAMADA MAKE MINE A DOUBLE. I wish both winners the
continued acknowledgment they so richly deserve.
VETERANS SWEEPS
These six classic champions are each worthy of their own room in
the Whippet Hall of Fame. Having admired them for so long, it
was an honor to have them in the Sweeps ring.
The males, CH HALMARQUE SANTA CRUZ (1st in 7-10), DC
AMBERWIND’S CASANOVA LCM2 VFCH SC (2nd in 10+) and
DC SUMMIT AUTUMN GARBARDINE MARTIN CD (1st in
10+), all looked young and spry for their age. What a testament
to their owners that they were in such fine shape, condition and
with so many multi-faceted accomplishments to their name.
And the bitches -- what stunners every one: CH YORKTOWN’S
EXTRA VITAMIN C JC (1st in 7-10), CH WEGNER’S LUNAR
ENERGY SC, (2nd in 10+) and CH HYXH CHERCHE’ LADY OF
THE LAKE JC (1st in 10+).
While their reputation precedes each of them, having one’s hands
on a dog describes things no ringside judging can ever “see.”
Going over my Veterans’ winner, I held my breath, and understood why she’s given so many a run for Specialty Best in Show
(in fact, taking first AOM to my own bitch at the 2006 National
Specialty -- a nail biter). What shape, condition and flow! She
looks half her age. Placing each footfall perfectly, she’s that amazing whippet amalgam of athletic and elegant, beautiful yet strong.
Then her piercing, deep gaze grabs you and it’s all over. Hearty
congratulations to my BEST IN VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES CH
YORKTOWN’S EXTRA VITAMIN C JC. If I was a betting
woman, I’d lay odds she’s still got a Specialty Best in Show in her
future, and it may well be a National.
To all who entered, once again, my deepest gratitude and heartfelt thanks.
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A Big North Central Thank You!
It is hard to believe another AWC North Central Specialty has come and gone, but what a specialty it was.
What started out as a cool, rainy morning opened up to a
beautiful sunny weekend. It may still have been a little
on the cool side for some of our southern Whippet fanciers but it was a pleasure to have so many wonderful
Whippets from around the country compete this year.
As always this is a team effort with a cast of wonderful
volunteers each contributing their talents to make for a
superb Whippet weekend. The stewards, Karyn Krahn
and Carol Slattery, made sure all exhibitors were accounted for and ensured the judge’s ring ran smoothly.
The morning hospitality sponsored by the Greater Twin
Cities Whippet Club was handled by the three generations of Juelfs-Rogers - Carol, Cassie, Lexie, and
assisted by Susan (Sue) Snyder. The hot coffee and
doughnuts were just the ticket for the cool morning air.
Sue, Karyn and Gina Samuelson set up the lovely trophy display. The trophy table was overflowing with beautiful items thanks to the many generous donors. You,
the donors, are part of what makes this such a special
weekend.
Thank you to the many volunteers that helped with
lunch preparation. Steve Shimer, Shelly Kruger, Jennifer Beach Buda and her daughter, Rosalynd Buda,
set up the lunch tables and helped organize and serve
the buffet. We hope Rosalynd’s invaluable help will be
back next year - hint, hint. Thank you to those who
brought food to share.
Jennifer provided a delicious condiment tray. Karyn

Best in Sweeps

DAKOTA KAMADA RUM RUNNER
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brought her famous wild rice salad. This year, on the insistence of her 5 year-old son, August, there was a special
addition of sweet basil to the mix. Shelly’s cookies were
once again the perfect completion to the lunch. They were
devoured in short order; I ate at least three of them.
Janell Johnson, our expert raffle chair, did a fantastic
job raising the funds needed to support the lunch and after
show wine and cheese party. Janell along with Jodi Ellison and Todd Miller helped with the drawing of names,
making it a fun-filled event. Dawn Carlson walked away
with the highly sought after rocking horse Whippet and
Cassie Rogers won a beautiful show lead, another hot item.
The big winner, Dee Anna Miller was excited when her
name was drawn for a beautiful handbag made out of
neckties. Thank you to the fanciers who brought items for
the raffle. I was worried we may be a bit short on items
but you came through, thank you, thank you. The raffle
was a huge success!
The day’s festivities ended with the wine and cheese party.
Joanne Bohl once again served as our masterful wine
steward. The wine along with Shelley’s cheese (she is from
Wisconsin after all) was the perfect ending to a delightful
day.
Finally, we would like to thank our judges for traveling
great distances (California, Massachusetts, Texas, Florida)
to make your judgement on these fine Whippets. Thank
you Angie Diehl, Iva Kimmelman, Nancy Billups, Donna
Lynch and Lee Cannalizo.
We hope to have you all back in 2010,
David Samuelson, AWC North Central Specialty Show Chair

Best of Breed
Ch. SNOW HILL CALLIOPE

SBIS Ch. Fanfare’s

crazy
Ex-Girlfriend

Miranda finished easily with three majors by
15 months. At 16 months she powered around
the ring at the Midwest Regional Specialty to
be awarded SBIS. Thank you breeder judge
Connie Brunknow (Fallowfield) for this
special win for such a young girl!
Miranda is Cardiac/CERF & BAER tested normal.

Sire: Ch Plumcreek Hollowell Go Forth
Dam: Ch Fanfare’s Too Cute To Care

Br e e d e r /ow n e r / h a n d l e r

Shelley Kruger  Fanfare whippets
Wisconsin  715-325-5341
kruger@wctc.net  www.fanfarewhippets.com

WRAP Report: Whippets on Craigslist
By Brigitte Greenberg

The advertisement on Craigslist in the Chicago area said the 9year-old male Whippet was being given away “free to a good
home.” The home had become too busy with children, the listing
said. The ad continues, “Foley has a growth on his right hind leg
that our kids have named ‘Bob’, don't know why ‘Bob.’ The
doctor says that it does not hinder Foley in any way…”
In fact, once Foley came into Rescue, he quickly received the
medical attention he needed. The growth was removed, and he
was brought up to date on his shots. WRAP volunteer Robyn
Vogt said she expects that he will be adopted soon. Foley is part
of a growing trend that WRAP is seeing of Whippets being sold
or given away on Craigslist, which Wikipedia describes as a
“centralized network of online communities, featuring free online
classified advertisements -- with sections devoted to jobs,
housing, personals,” etc.
Craigslist policies on pets tread a fine line. While the site
doesn't allow explicit sales of pets, “re-homing with a small
adoption fee” is permitted. Craigslist isn't specific about what
that “small adoption fee” might entail, so it can be open to
interpretation.
Jenny Haverland, a WRAP volunteer in Florida, is charged
with notifying the closest WRAP representative if one of the
advertisements is brought to her attention. Haverland also
keeps an active docket of Whippets on Petfinder and Craigslist
so that WRAP's nationwide network of volunteers is kept abreast
of the listings.
Often times, the Rescue volunteer can intervene and acquire
the Whippet from the owner. However, that's not always the
case, as there are times when the owner wishes to go it alone in
finding a home or wants to sell the dog. There is little that WRAP
can do in such a case because the organization, by policy,
doesn't purchase dogs. Another tack that WRAP can take in
these situations is to try to identify the breeder, so that he or
she might intervene if there is an enforceable contract in place.
The case of Marcel and Charlie, two Whippets who were put
up for sale on Craigslist in Virginia in 2008, was one example
where the breeder was notified and helped convince the owner
that WRAP could help. The breeder wasn't in a position to take
the dogs back, and the boys eventually were re-homed through
WRAP. Today, they live with a couple in Maryland and are doing
well. In other cases, breeders have taken dogs back after being
notified about Craigslist postings by WRAP volunteers. Anyone
who comes across such an advertisement is asked to please
contact the nearest WRAP volunteer for assistance.

of NY adopted Romeo; Eric Connor and Ken Gray of NC
adopted Ava; Luana Dobson of AZ adopted Rocky and Devo;
Mathew Boyes and Fred Koeleman of OR adopted Romeo
(aka Romy)
Thank you to the following people for making donations:
Ken Wheeler $25; Patrick and Vivian Daly $100 in memory of
Michelle Coen's “Lucy Bell”; Robert and Carole Ketring $50 in
memory of Kathy Feldman's mother Margaret Feldman;
Cascade Whippet Club $10; Lynne Bialas $15 in memory of
Samantha Krzyzek; Carey and Lori Lawrence $500; Ronald
and Cathi Marx $100, Thank you to Linda Stewart who took
in Laguna for Carrie Eden and Miles; Brian and Amy Cobb
$25 in loving memory of Lucy the Whippet; David and Lori
Pakrul $25 in memory of Carrie Eden; Todd and Carrie Wise
$25; Curt and Chirleen Michelini $100 in memory of our two
beloved Whippets, Alex and Serena, who are waiting for us at
the rainbow bridge; Linda Stewart and Sigrid Nelson $100 in
memory of Carrie Eden and Miles; Thomas and Irene Nelson
$50 in memory of Greg and Carolyn Mountan; Mark and
Nancy Wojciehowski $25 in honor of the marriage of Rick
Goodhead and Tom Nelson; John and Margaret Hess $200 in
memory of Ch. Whippoorwill's Luv Without Mercy and the
loving care of Dr. Henderson.

Foley fooling
around

For information on how you can adopt a Whippet in the
Rescue program, please visit the WRAP website at
www.whippet-rescue.com, where you will find a list of Whippets
who need homes. If you cannot adopt, please consider making a
donation to WRAP. Donations can be mailed to WRAP Treasurer
Jean Schroeder at 17502 S. 750 W. Wanatah, IN 46390.
Adoptions for the month: Chris and Debra Brown of OR
adopted Porsche; Brian and Krista Davis of OR adopted Fergie;
John and Marilyn Keef of LA adopted Bonnie; Stephanie Walker
of IN adopted Rocket; Alex Donaghy and Deborah Germeroth of
CO adopted Murphy and Lilly; Margaret Martin of MD adopted
Diva; Ellen Greenaway of NY adopted Amy; Richard and David
Mayszak of IL adopted Luke; Cathy Broughton of TX adopted
Zoe; Denise Wagoner of NC adopted Winni; Wendy Christmas
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Marcel and Charlie

Presentation of Susanne Hughes
Snow Hill Whippets, Durham, NC
www.snowhillwhippetsdals.com

Introduction by Rhonda M Gold (Artemis):

Suzy has been actively involved in breeding and showing dogs for over 20 years with great success, initially
achieved in the Dalmatian ring. My discussions with
Suzy confirm her belief in sound breeding practices as
well as her personal commitment to health testing. I
have found her to be an excellent mentor who openly
shares her experiences. She is a firm believer in breeding Whippets with beauty, power and sound temperament, and she has owner–handled and bred numerous
AKC dual champions. The Whippet community is fortunate to have such a knowledgeable individual as a resource, advocate, and champion for our breed.

Interview by Eva Engvall:
How, when, and why did you get into Whippets?

Early in my dog career I traveled with and assisted a
local all-breed handler who had a couple of Whippets
from Barbara Henderson. Besides teaching me nearly
everything I know about handling, Sue Geesler introduced me to this elegant and delightful hound.
Throughout my years of showing and breeding Dalmatians, I continued to appreciate the shape, size, presence and athleticism of Whippets. When I finally made
the decision to get serious about the breed I began my
research by observing Whippet judging wherever I was
showing. I happened to be judging sweepstakes at a
Dal specialty in Long Beach, CA in 2001 and attended
the Whippet seminar given by the local club. There I
met Deann Christiansen and Sue Vernon. I next attended the AKC Judges Hound Seminar in Atlanta where
Cora Miller, Phoebe Boothe, Jan Swayze-Curry and others presented Whippets. I had the great good luck to
be able to go over some phenomenal dogs – Chip and
Shannon I remember specifically (Ch Broadstrider By
George, ROMX and Ch Allerei’s Shannon SC). That
seminar was pivotal for me. I met great folks who honestly assessed the dogs we had in front of us. Cora’s
video presentation on coursing and racing impressed me
as well, instilling in me very early the desire to own a
dual purpose Whippet. In late 2001 I got my first Whippet from Deann Christiansen, and later in 2002 my foundation bitch, CH Summit N Snow Hill Shared Gold SC
from Sue Vernon.

Your first breed was Dalmatians. Why did you (almost)
give up on that breed?

I began showing and breeding Dals in the mid 1980’s.
We were quite successful in the Dal ring. National Specialty wins included BOB, Top Twenty, WB (three times),
multiple Best In Sweepstakes and Best In Futurity. We

also had regional specialty winners, group winners
and placers and an all breed BIS on a friend’s Dal. I
loved the line I developed – enthusiastic, expressive,
loving and sane, BUT I was never comfortable with
the health issues. Deafness, a serious issue which
most folks are aware of, was not even my greatest
concern. That is truly a breeder’s issue, to be dealt
with before pups go to new homes. What I could not
handle was the high uric acid all purebred Dalmatians
are homozygous for. Any male I place, or any breeder
places, has a very real chance of forming bladder
stones and possibly obstructing. Minimally this requires an emergency vet visit to relieve the obstruction via catheterization, and usually expensive surgery
to remove the stones. Even optimal management
does not insure that bladder stones will not form in
the future. An insightful breeder, who was also a geneticist, began a project over 35 years ago, breeding
a champion Dal bitch to a champion pointer male. All
progeny were bred back to purebred Dalmatians.
Dogs from this line were selectively bred over the
years for normal uric acid production and proper Dal
type. Recent scientific work has culminated in development of a DNA test that reliably identifies normal,
affected and carriers of the high uric acid gene in this
line. The dogs are in all senses of the word Dals, and
those carrying the normal gene for uric acid production will never form uric acid stones. AKC first accepted these dogs for registry but rescinded registration when the Dalmatian Club of America continued to
reject them. Finally it became an ethical decision for
me – I could not continue to support nor remain a
member of a club so opposed to such a basic scientific
advance. (Sorry for the soapbox moment.)

Do you have a philosophy about breeding dogs in
general and Whippets in particular?

I learned years ago that sound, proper fronts take a
lifetime to develop but are lost in a moment. From my
earliest Dalmatian breedings and continuing through
every Whippet breeding I contemplate, I always place
great emphasis on fronts (proper shoulder layback
and upper arm length or return). Also vital to me is
effortless movement with good reach and balanced
drive. As one relatively new to the breed I have concentrated on ‘the chassis’. My goal was to establish
underpinnings and soundness, adjusting for ideal
Whippet type as my eye developed in those areas.
Certainly this is a lifelong project but I think I have
been extraordinarily fortunate to have made a couple
of very right choices early on. We are definitely a
work in progress!
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What do you consider the main challenges as a
breeder? Good or bad experiences.

I think keeping health as a top priority is a huge challenge for competitive breeders who also thrive on
breeding for the ideal Whippet. As a veterinarian I’m
certainly expected to place a high priority on health
and I do! But, I’m human and competitive and as such
tempted to take risks now and then. The only thing
that makes any sense for us as a community of concerned breeders is to share what we know about our
own dogs - good, bad and ugly - so that we may continue to improve this wonderful breed. As an aside, I
have historically been one who tells all when anyone
inquires about my dogs (health or conformation) and I
believe my reputation for doing so has Opened doors I
would never have expected. This is the best advice I
could ever give to another breeder.

Please describe your facilities for dogs. How many dogs
do you keep at any one time? Do you do it all by yourself? How do you feed, exercise, entertain, and stimulate your dogs?
Bob and I are fortunate to have a lot of room for the
dogs to get plenty of exercise. We have about a 3.5
acre pasture, a 2+ acre backyard and a small puppy
yard off the office/whelping room. All fencing is 5 feet
high. We are comfortable with 10 or fewer dogs. The
‘kennel’ is downstairs, a former garage turned indoor/
outdoor 6 run kennel with 2 freestanding indoor runs.
All dogs are in and out of the house every day. When
we are both away it is very nice to be able to leave the
dogs in the indoor/outdoor runs instead of having to
crate them.
We feed a base of kibble and add raw – chicken parts
or a ground combination of raw and veggies. It’s not
that I think raw is vital (gently cooked is fine too), it’s
fresh that is important. All canines need more than
high carbohydrate kibble for optimal health.

What are your short-term and long-term goals in Whippets? How do you plan a breeding? How and when do
you evaluate puppies?
My goals are as I stated above, establish soundness,
attempting to improve type with every litter. I anguish
over every breeding as if it was my last. I’m sure stud
owners dread my calls. When pups arrive I begin assessing them as soon as they stand up. While stacking
is important, my final decisions are made as I sit
watching puppies play in the pasture. That is where I
evaluate movement, carriage and how they interact
with each other. Personally, I find this breed very difficult to assess early on. They morph more than any
breed I have been associated with! I wouldn’t be able
to name the magic age to evaluate puppies. Doubt I’ll
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ever be one of those clever breeders who can ‘pick ‘em
wet’. For me it’s a matter of compiling the information
I gain over several weeks watching the litter. I definitely hold onto my favorites until at least 12 weeks.

You are an excellent handler. Any advice to novices?
Any comments on the future of professional versus
breeder/owner handler?

As I mentioned, very early in my journey with dogs I
met Sue Geesler, a local all breed handler. Sue taught
my first handling class and ultimately became my mentor in handling and canine structure and movement.
We spent hours at the group rings just talking about
the dogs, handlers, why one did this and another did
that. I learned that no two dogs should really be handled exactly the same way. The key is learning to be
constructively critical of your exhibit so that you can
present it at its best. This is really the reason the good
pros often have an advantage over owner handlers;
they usually get the most from each exhibit. Of course
some judges, perhaps less than secure in their knowledge of the breed, or um, whatever, will give the nod
to a pro despite the quality of the exhibit. I prefer to
believe this is not the norm and my experience leads
me to think this is true. Even professional handlers tell
me that a good owner handler can be their biggest
challenge in the breed ring. There is room for all of us
in this sport and I suspect despite the crazy economy
the most severely addicted of us breeder/owners will
continue to spend Sundays at dog shows rather than
church.

What is your understanding of current Whippet health?
Is the breed in good shape health wise? Are we headed
for trouble (heart)? What are your recommendations?

Whippets have so long been considered healthy and
indeed bomb-proof, that I think breeders got lazy
about issues that did crop up. Whippet folks have long
talked about heart murmurs and dogs dying of congestive heart failure, as if that’s normal for aging dogs.
Well, that isn’t what most dogs of other breeds or
breed mixes die of. As some in the fancy began to
realize this they began testing and reporting issues
with their dogs. It soon became evident that there was
no one dog, or one line that was most affected. Mitral
valve disease is a breed wide problem. We had the
excellent good fortune to have Dr. Rebecca Stepien
and crew address Whippet cardiac disease in the most
comprehensive long-term investigation of its kind. So
far we know that yes, we have cardiac disease
(primarily mitral valve disease) in Whippets and it appears to have a genetic component. No, we do not yet
have all the answers we need to know exactly how to
proceed in our breeding programs. According to Dr.
Stepien, minimally, we should have auscultations done

annually on any dog we plan to breed or have bred,
have any dog with a murmur echo’d by a Whippet savvy
cardiologist and, when possible, incorporate older normal dogs in the breeding plan.
Deafness is a genetic problem in Whippets, most likely
pigment associated according to Dr. George Strain, neurophysiologist and the investigator who has conducted
the most hearing research in canines. In my own BAER
testing at nationals, other shows and in private practice
I do occasionally find bilaterally deaf and unilaterally
deaf Whippets. Clearly the incidence is low relative to
breeds such as Dalmatians, Jack Russell Terriers, English Setters and English Cockers, etc., but it is real nonetheless. I have found dogs of all colors with deafness
so the bottom line is that the breed carries the gene(s)
for deafness and as yet we cannot define any markers
that allow us to predict which dogs are affected or carriers. The only thing we can do now is BAER test the
individuals. It is a once in a lifetime test and one we
should all be doing to protect our lines.

You are a veterinarian. What is your daily work like? Has
Whippet breeding changed your life style or professional
life, or vice versa?
As a small animal practitioner I probably have the best
job on the planet. I have worked in the same practice,
Colony Park Animal Hospital, since graduation from vet
school in 1990. I have a great clientele (and boss) who
puts up with my crazy showing and coursing schedule.
Because of the dog habit I developed skills relating to
breeding, health screening and surgery. That actually
began my junior year of vet school as I developed the
school’s outpatient BAER screening clinic while working
on my senior thesis, canine deafness. I do most all the
reproductive work at the clinic and have enjoyed teaching new associates that reproductive organs can be
functional. As well I do PennHIP and OFA radiographs
for the practice.

You encourage/favor the “dual purpose” Whippet, i.e. a
Whippet that can run fast and not only trot nicely in the
show ring. Why do you consider running fast important
for a Whippet in today’s world?

As I alluded to earlier, one of my first formal exposures
to Whippets was at the AKC Hound Seminar where Cora
Miller presented a beautiful video of functional Whippets
coursing and racing. I am not an obedience or agility
person but this performance activity that depends upon
the dog’s innate abilities was terrifically appealing to me.
The bottom line is since they can I think they should. It
is my conviction that beautiful Whippets with the big
sidegait I love can also run fast, course well and be successful on the field. I have delighted in how successful
my conformation bred Whippets have been on the

coursing field. I’m very proud to say that I have finished 5 AKC Dual Champions and many other ASFA
Field Champions. Bowie, MBIF DC Snow Hill Indecent
Proposal MC LCX2 LCM was also BOB winner at the
2007 AKC National Lure Coursing Championship. I
have had two ASFA II Gillette Cup winners for Whippets, one who went on to win Gillette Best In Field.

Anything you would like to add?

A few breeders have been very influential in my journey so far in Whippets. I gravitated to the lovely
sound dogs of Chelsea and Summit very early, appreciating particularly their wonderful front assemblies.
Deann Christiansen and Sue Vernon graciously allowed beautiful dogs to cross the country, providing
this Whippet neophyte a most wonderful foundation.
Mary Dukes and Russell, CH Redcloud Quintessence
JC ROMX, presented a picture I could not deny at the
2005 national in Phoenix. Long conversations with
Linda Johnson (Barchet) and Mary, led me to Barbara
Nyby (Redcloud). I knew I would admire her tremendously when I heard of her reputation for super vigilance in guarding the gene pool. Luckily Barbara entrusted me with Russell’s legacy. Many late nights
and animated discussions with Barbara Parsons and
Cindy Hatcher (Raybar), Chris Durance-Watkins
(Cherche) and Jan Swayze-Curry (Longlesson) have
helped shape my appreciation for classic Whippet type
more than they probably imagine. Jan and daughter
Grahm continue to share their thoughts, dogs and
support both in my conformation and coursing endeavors. Debbie Butt (Sporting Field) has been so
generous, opening her kennel to me for my education
as well as to provide us all with results of her dogs’
health testing. She even allowed my all time loverboy, Sully, CH Sportingfield Hot Topic, to come to
Snow Hill for THE liaison with my Joss, CH Snow Hill
Mind Body & Soul JC.
As anyone who has shown Whippets knows, this is a
very competitive breed. I must mention breeders/
exhibitors that welcomed me from the first moment I
walked into the ring with a Whippet - Katie Rudolph
(Festiva), Kitty Williams (Wilhaus), Gail Boyd
(Ableaim), Rhonda Gold (Artemis) and Yvonne Sovereign (Sowagla). All of these ladies offered their help
and camaraderie to a very new and less than confident Whippet exhibitor. I am very grateful to all of
the wonderful folks who have helped me along the
way.
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Snow Hill Whippets

CH Snow Hill Mind Body & Soul JC

MBIF DC Snow Hill Indecent
Proposal MC LCX2 LCM

Am/CanCH Pepperlane
Snow Hill Imagine
puppynapping a litter of
whippets from
CH Summit N Snow Hill
Shared Gold SC ROMX
Am/Can CH Snow Hill Onyx At Stoneledge SC

Summit Deep Space Nine SC FCh

2010 National Specialty
April 17 - April 24, 2010
Tucson, Arizona
Official Web Site - WWW.AWC2010.COM

Email: AWC2010@gmail.com

It seems as though we just left Atlanta and the wonderful AWC 2009 Specialty but it is time to look for‐
ward to the AWC 2010 Specialty to be held in the sunshine state of Arizona!
Our host hotel is the beautiful InnSuites Tucson City Center in Tucson, Arizona. We have a great room
rate of $89.00 per night for a Studio Queen (2 beds) or a Studio King (1 bed). The Executive/Family Suites
are 2 room suites with a rate of $99.00 for King (1 bed) or Queen (2 beds) and this includes a convertible
sofa in the living area. All room have a microwave and a refrigerator and the hotel provides a free hot
breakfast buffet every morning. You must state that you will be attending the American Whippet Club
Specialty and please let them know if you are coming with dogs or without dogs. Reservations can be
made by calling 1‐520‐622‐3000 or on the hotel web site at : http://stmarys.innsuites.com.
NOTE: All of the King and Queen Suites are sold out!
If you have booked a Jacuzzi Room, those rooms are in the 4 story Tower Building Only and do not exit
onto the grass areas.
We still have some details to be worked out on the RV Parking and but should have more information
available on the web site soon. There will be unlimited RV parking at the hotel but is in on gravel.
Dianne Bowen will be the RV Chair.
NO EXPENS WILL BE ALLOWED ON THE GRASS IN THE COURTYARD AREAS.
Donna Lynch is the Chairperson for our Trophies this year. Please contact her to make your donations.
We have beautiful Horsehair Pottery from the Navajo Nation for trophies and donations are always
appreciated. You can contact Donna at 508‐636‐0705 or ddlhamrya@aol.com.
Please check the website on a regular basis for information. We have been adding to the site as we go
along and more will be coming in the future.

Rhonda Gifford
2010 National Show Chair
(480) 704‐3061

Connie Boulton
2010 National Show Co‐Chair
(520) 241‐0354
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Wolf Tone Viking
June 3, 1997 – May 4, 2009
The following is an abbreviated and translated piece written
by Viking’s breeders, Elisabet and Leif Janzon
(www.wolftonewhippets.se) for the Swedish
“Whippetbladet” (Eva Engvall).

The mother of Viking, Signum Soprani, was the
most enchanting Whippet lady imaginable, always
calm and composed and absolutely beautiful. She was
our first Whippet and awoke our interest for the breed.
When she was to be bred for the first time, we chose
the very charming and well-known Int. Ch. Bohem
Flight Time as the sire of the planned litter. The
breeding resulted in one single puppy, Viking, our first
-born. Obviously, he was special to us already from
the beginning.
Viking inherited his parents’ wonderful
temperament, always behaved perfectly, calm and
sensible, a real gentleman and the best “nanny”
possible for young puppies.
Viking was not shown very much. As he was very
special to us, we chose carefully his performances in
the show rings. He got all five certificates from breed
specialists, and ultimately he obtained the title Nordic
Champion.
Many breeders have shown an interest in using him
for breeding, not the least breeders in other countries.
We are very happy that there are so many beautiful
Viking offspring all over the world. At home, we have
his daughter, his granddaughter, and two greatgranddaughters. The legacy of Viking lives on, not only
in his present offspring, but also in what he may
produce in the future via artificial insemination.
Ch. WOLF TONE VIKING
It was at the Swedish KC’s international show in
Stockholm in 2002 that I first became aware of Ch.
Wolf Tone Viking. There was a big entry of Whippets
(over 120), and I remember getting goosebumps
when he entered the ring. He was already four years
old and not yet a champion; I guess he was a bit much
for some judges, but certainly not for me: a very
charismatic stallion of a hound with lots of substance,
long lines and curves in all the right places, and an
excellent mover. I had no hesitation at all in putting
him first in the Open Dog class of 25, also awarding
him the CC that made him a champion, and later
also Best Dog over a slew of famous champions.
(For BOB he was very narrowly defeated by Ch.

Hjortronblommas Gin-Kelly, one of the top Swedish
Whippets ever, and my Group winner later that day.)
I had no idea who either the dog or his handler were, and
was equal parts pleased and surprised when I found that
Viking was partly my breeding, sired by Ch. Bohem Flight
Time, whom I had sent to Finland as a puppy many years
earlier. However, Viking no doubt got a lot of his quality
also from his dam, a bitch named Signum Soprani who I
understand was on the tall side for a show career in
Sweden, but lovely to look at in photos. She was born in
Sweden but of almost all American breeding, the result of a
mother/son breeding to Iva Kimmelman’s export to Sweden
Ch. Merci Isle Whisper to a Purr. There was a little bit of
outcross blood on Soprani’s sire’s side, but even that went
mostly back to American imports — including Ch. Bohem
Callas of Whippoorwill, who was the first U.S. Whippet ever
to become a champion in Scandinavia after Barbara
Henderson and I exported her to Nenne Runsten in the
1980s. When people later talked about what a great impact
this “Swedish” stud dog had on the breed, it was in some
ways misleading, because although Viking was born and
bred in Sweden his pedigree was almost 100% American.
Iva could no doubt tell you more about Viking’s dam’s
side; for my part I feel that Viking was if anything better
than his sire, Flight Time. Certainly Viking had more length
of loin although he probably was a bit less elegant than his
sire. Both were excellent movers.
Although Viking was never heavily campaigned and didn’t
have the big specials record I think he deserved, it was
interesting to find that among the judges who awarded
Viking his CCs were breed specialists Pat Miller
(Woodsmoke) from Canada, who gave him BOS at the huge
Skokloster show; Bitte Ahrens (Sobers) and Knut Blütecher
(Showline).
The most amazing thing about Viking was that in spite of
neither a high-profile show career nor any real advertising,
let alone any backup of a big kennel to supply him with
bitches, somehow Viking’s reputation as an outstanding
individual and reliable stud dog spread far and wide among
Whippet breeders. I’m not sure just how many champions
he sired, but there are at least a couple dozen all over
Scandinavia, Europe and North America, most likely with
more to come: his last litters are not yet a year old and
include at least a couple of puppies born by artificial
insemination after his death. In my opinion, one of Viking’s
most impressive sons is the Polish-born Ch. Tylko Ty
Viking’s Pride, who won three majors during his visit in the
U.S. (including 5 pts., BOW and BOS over specials under
me): very much his father’s son in most respects and
apparently destined to have a big influence as an
international sire also.
In the summer of 2008, during a visit to Sweden for the
World Show and International Whippet Congress, it was my
pleasure to see Viking again. He was now more than 11
years old and had suffered a horrible attack by a dog not
more than a year or so earlier, so he was pretty torn-up
and scarred. However, in spite of this he gave me
goosebumps all over again and managed to win a big
Veteran class at the Skokloster Sighthound show. I was
glad of the opportunity to go over him outside the ring and
confirm that everything I remembered about him was true.
The news of his death in May, 2009 did not come exactly
as a shock, but it was nevertheless sad. I know that many
Whippet lovers worldwide will miss him as much as I do.
BO BENGTSON

We didn’t breed for more than four years but are having fun
showing a few youngsters sired by Bohem dogs…

Dazze

Ch. Arwen Glitterati of Bohem, JC
(Ch. Bohem Three Ring Circus x Ch. Chelsea
Supernatural Odyssey), 2 years old, multiple Group
placements, three Specialty Awards of Merits — most
recently at the AWC specialty in Lompoc. Owned by
Bohem, bred by Lisande Donohoe & Chelsea.

Izzy

Charlamar Sashays In White Linen
(Ch. Bohem Just In Time x Ch. Oxford’s Kamio Hope & Glory),
at 13 months of age has 10 points, BOB over champions, a
major and major Reserve at the AWC specialty in Lompoc.
She also won a Puppy class of 40 at the AWC National
Specialty. Co-owned by Bohem with breeder Charlotte Lee.

MOVING
FORWARD!

V iggo
Counterpoint
Painted by Bohem

(Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant x Ch. Counterpoint

Winning Colors), at 10 months of age has
8 points, BOB over 5 champions, a major
and Best Puppy at the AWC Specialty in
California. Owned by Scott Mazer, co-owned
by Bohem, bred by John Ross & Trudy
Taphorn, and shown by Paul Lepiane.

and introducing
Bohem Bianca of Jubilee

(Ch. Bohem Resounding High Jinks x Ch. Bohem
Some Like It Hot), b. May 2009,

co-owned & co-bred with Cindi Gredys.

Bo Bengtson · Ojai, Calif., usa
bobengtson@impulse.net · www.bohemwhippets.com

Russian & AKC Ch.*

Song Sung Blue Golddust
(Int. Ch. Bohem Time Flies x Starline’s Limited Edition)

From Russia to California…
Dandy made his U.S. debut a few days after
arriving from Russia, shown by Marina to
win majors all three days in Ventura (twice
with BOS, one with BOW). He finished his
AKC title a few weeks later, going WD all
three days (all with BOS, twice BOW) in
Santa Barbara. He only attended five show
weekends in the US, also won points at Del
Monte and South Bay, and placed 2nd and
3rd in the big Open classes in Lompoc.
Thanks to everyone at ringside for kind
words and encouragement. Dandy was
shown by Paul Lepiane and Bo Bengtson
to his last points.

…and back again!
Dandy is going back home to St. Petersburg
with Marina in September, and will be shown
in Russia and Europe as he matures. He is
at stud to suitable bitches. Frozen semen
available in the U.S.

Dandy

*Pending AKC confirmation

Owner: Marina Slepneva
flymarin@yandex.ru
Breeder: Rita Vanhaeren, Belgium

!

Ch. Peperone Pissaro

Peperone Pompeii x Eng & Aus Ch. Peperone White Heather
Cole is pictured ﬁnishing under Judge B. Nolan Dale. I would like to
thank Jessie & Johnstone Mcleod of Peperone Whippets (UK) for
letting Cole make Whippoorwill his home. He is the third boy to
make the trip across the pond and blends in well with my girls. Cole
has been bred to Ch. Whippoorwill Peppertree Swan.

Barbara L. Henderson VMD
16200 Burtons Lane
Laurel, MD 20707
301-490-6598
Whippoorwill01@verizon.net

!

Ch. Whippoorwill Peppertree Swan

Ch. Whippoorwill Dunvegan x Ch. Peppertree Swan Lake SC
Fallon is pictured ﬁnishing under breeder Judge Harriett Nash
Lee (Winsmith). Fallon has been a joy to live with and show.
On July 12th Fallon delivered three girls and three boys sired
by our Scottish import Ch. Peperone Pissaro. Watch for this
litter's exciting debut in the spring of 2010.

Barbara L. Henderson VMD
16200 Burtons Lane
Laurel, MD 20707
301-490-6598
Whippoorwill01@verizon.net

Co-Owner:
Juanita Irvin
Breeder:
Mary Graham
Peppertree

Introducing Olivia….

Lost Creek A Taste of Red

(Ch. Lost Creek Byzantium Galewind ex Ch. Castlecrest Firestorm)

Olivia went to the dog show this summer – the Western Washington
Whippet Assn. specialties to be exact – and came away with RWB under
Espen Engh the 1st day and BOW for 5 pts. the 2nd day under Geir FlycktPedersen! We are thrilled with these wins and she continued her winning
ways by picking up the pts. at the Sammamish KC show August 23rd and
the All Hound Club of Bellingham show on September 6th – thank you
to Anne Fleming and Barbara Binder.
We apologize to the judges at the Specialties as the official photographer never
processed the pictures. A huge thank you ’to Kirsten Hopperstad for some great
ringside photographs.
Olivia is bred, co-owned and handled by Helen Brettell, Lost Creek (whipzoi@verizon.net)
…and lives with Mary Downing, Whimsy Whippets (whimsywhippets@verizon.net)

E lliot t

Photo by Kirsten Hopperstad

Ch. L ost Creek Vendange
Am. Can. Ch. Lost Creek Bzantium Galewind x Ch. Castlecrest’s Firestorm
Elliott finished in fine form this year – a whirlwind seven months, starting with a major and
Best of Breed from the classes under Lori Nelson at an AWC supported entry and culminating
in back-to-back majors at the WWWA specialties under judges Espen Engh and Geir-Glyckt
Pedersen. We would also like to recognize judges Sandra Goose Allen and Christopher
Abraham (another Breed from the classes!) for rewarding Elliott’s quality.
Sincere thanks to all judges for making our year extra special!

Owned, Loved and Shown by: Chris & Chris Downing  tobynspirit@msn.com
Bred & Co-owned by: Helen Brettell  Hounds of Lost Creek

R upERt

Photo by Beth Levine

a m. Can. Champion
Whimsy ’s neW Way to FLy
(DC Chelsea Gold Rush of Keynote, ROMX x Am. Can. Ch. Whimsy’s Chamonix)
Rupert thrilled us by taking BOS under esteemed judge Espen Engh at the WWWA specialty
this summer. Special thanks to Mary Downing for “pinch hitting” in the handling department –
we couldn’t have done it without you!

Chris & Chris Downing – tobynspirit@msn.com

Losing and How It Affects
the Price of Tea in China
Is there anything worse than that drive from the show grounds
after a loss? Whether its a 20 minute drive back to your hotel,
or a 6 hour drive home, it's downright depressing. No matter
the distance, a drive home after a loss always seems to take
twice the amount of time as it took to get to the show, and the
voice of the GPS device seems to have a little bit of an attitude.
(Cut me some slack lady, I'm just stopping for gas!)
As an owner-handler, showing only 1 dog all day long, an 8 am
ring time not only means you have to get up early, but that a
loss “dooms” you to a very long day. A day either spent sitting
in a hotel room flipping through the same 15 channels over and
over again, or talking to friends at the show and knowing you
will eventually have to say, “No, we didn't win today. How'd
you do?”
Some days you just don't get pointed to
As I drive my car back to the hotel, the highway clacks rhythmically under my tires, my show clothes (still clinging to my body)
feel 2 sizes too small, and the left over bait in my pocket will
find its way into the trash rather than my dogs’ mouth while in
a group ring. (Although, my veteran bitch will end up getting
most of the left over bait, which is why I think she conspires
against us.)
Looking in the back of the car I see my special lying in her crate
sleeping; the kind of deep sleep that our dogs seem to be able
to fall into within 8 seconds. I wonder if she knows we lost.
Did she feel my body sigh when the judge pointed to the other
Whippet in the ring? Is she replaying her performance in her
head, as I am doing in mine?
Trying to find any reason I can for why we didn't win today I go
through the checklist. I got ears, she had a nice go around,
good down and back, she held her stack on the table...what
could it be? As she opens her eyes briefly, she lets out a long
breath and then falls right back into her enviable deep slumber.
That gave me my answer...nope, she has no idea she didn't win
today. All she knows is that she is in the car again, and gets to
sleep the rest of the day on the hotel bed. (Pretty nice life,
huh?) Meanwhile, my veteran is in the car-seat next to me
staring at my suit pocket with all the intensity of Luke Skywalker trying to use the powers of the Force to “will” the bait
into her mouth. “You want to give me the bait. You want to
give me the bait.”
I drive by other cars on the highway, get to my hotel, walk to
my room, and during that time I passed dozens of people...all
of whom could care less that I lost that day. The only person
who was still dwelling on it was me. I'm guessing most of them
didn't even know there was a dog show nearby. (Shocking, I
know!)
Now, there are those who proclaim you should never ever talk
about your losses. Losses never happen...ever....if anyone
asks, you have won every show you have ever been in. If a
judge hears you have ever lost before, they won't point to you.
Losing is a sign of weakness, and when you are specialing a
dog, you should avoid any reference to losing...or I should say
“the-event-that-shall-not-be-named.” But why? Losing, just
like death and taxes, happens. In fact, odds are that you are
going to lose a lot more than you are going to win. After all,

it’s a dog show. Every person you will ever compete against in
the ring will be showing a dog that they feel is capable of winning. If they didn't they wouldn't be there.
Ribbons won't buy the wag of their tail
As a breeder-owner-handler, I have the luxury of only having to
answer to myself. At the end of the day, my girl will be nudging me in the hotel room with her squeaky toy in an effort to
get me to play with her. Win or lose. When we get home, she
will spring herself into the house like Tigger on a sugar rush, up
the stairs, and try to find any of the cats in order to let them
know how much she missed them. Win or lose. All along, she
won’t have a care in the world, and this one loss on this one
day will not have even entered her mind.
That's another benefit we have as owner-handlers. We have
the benefit of putting the losses behind us and moving on,
unlike professional handlers, who live in a world of “What have
you won for me lately?” We can spend as much time as we
want showing a dog that hasn't won in a while. Why? Because
that dog is ours! For better or worse, win or lose, that dog
loves us and we love that dog. We are proud of our dogs.
Showing him or her shouldn't be about the ribbons. You may
have had your dog in your life since it was 8 weeks old or
younger. You may have seen it open its eyes for the first time,
or take its first steps...wobbling like a drunk after last call. Our
dogs are with us such a short time, why waste a second of it on
dwelling on your losses, or trying to rationalize that they never
happened?
What memories will you have?
I look back on my veteran's special career. Even though it was
only 4 or 5 years ago, I really can't remember many losses. I
know they happened, dozens of times. I know at the time they
happened I dwelled on them and analyzed them, and replayed
them over and over in my head. But, now, all I can remember
are the wins and the experiences I had while showing her.
She's lying on the hotel bed now, curled up next to her daughter, my current special. What was once a vibrant red brindle
coat has been overcome with salt and pepper. Gone are the
“tiger stripes”, only to be replaced with a distinguished graying
pattern. What I wouldn't give to do over all that time I wasted
focusing on the losses, but it’s too late now. All I can do now is
thank her for the time we did spend together playing on the
ring and give her as much leftover bait as I have.
Towards the end of my veteran’s specials career, I found a
quote on the web that sums up what we should all strive for
when showing our dogs: “Be sure your ego can handle going
from hero one day to zero the next. Your dog is still a magnificent specimen - win, lose or draw. Remember that, appreciate
him for that, and love him because he's yours. Love him not for
his looks and what he can do for you, but for his 'heart,' because he'll give this to you unconditionally. Treat it with respect.”
When all is said and done, we have no real say over who wins
or who loses. Losing happens. All we can control is our reaction to it. We should never accept losing, on the contrary, we
should learn from it. But dwelling on it, and focusing on it does
no real good. In the grand scheme of things, winning or losing
doesn't affect the price of tea in China one bit.
See you ringside,
Scot Northern

Harry is HOT STUFF!!!

SBIS Ch. Snow Hill Hot Stuff

(CH. SPORTING FIELDS HOT TOPIC X CH. SNOW HILL MIND, BODY AND SOUL, JC)

Harry was awarded Best of Breed under Gareth Morgan-Jones (pictured) and Garry
Newton at the Emerald Classic Cluster. He was also BOS under Joan Frailey. A big
thanks to these judges and to Grahm Swayze for help with Harry!
FLASH…. Harry’s first litter due mid October out of Ch. Arwen Glitter Fantasy.
Contact: arwenwhippets@yahoo.com
Owner: Debi Adams, Jade Whippets – www.jadewhippets.com
Breeder: Suzy Hughes, DVM, Snow Hill Whippets

s a m m a m i s h kc

BEsT OF BREED

a lcyOn ThaT’s

ThE

TickET

(Am. Can. Ch. Morlais Imagine At Whimsy x Alcyon Tykhi Fortuna)

Introducing our enthusiastic Stanley taking WD and BOW on his
way to Best of Breed for his first points under Judge Mrs. Anne
Fleming. He was Reserve several times during his puppy show
career, most notably under Norwegian Judge Espen Engh at the
first Western Washington Whippet Specialty this last July.
He’s the second in his litter to come home with a Breed win and
has some catching up to do with his sister Maeve.

Bred and owned by
Christine Hopperstad ALCYON WHIPPETS

September 2009 AKC Obedience Report
By Irene Mullauer, National Obedience Chairperson
Rally rankings 1/1/09 thru 7/31/09
Class
RAE
1
2
3
4
Adv A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
9
9
10
11
11
12
13
13
14
14
15
Adv B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Exc A
1

36
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Dog Name

Owner

Average

Qualifying
Scores

Mirage’s Here By Accident
Wyatt Of Dodge City
Lucy Andrews
Arlen’s Red Letter Day

C Odom
D Heffernan/J Heffernan
A Andrews
F Head/E Feldheum

97.57
97.5
93.5
90.6

14
2
2
10

Autumn Harbour Contessa
Ampersand Airborn
Devonair’s Mysterious Ellery
Orion’s Moondance Of Amulet
Shannon Down Blazing Star
Shannon Down Mind Control
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Indigo Charged To The Max
Chaparral Emmy Of Elain-Ward
Grand Prix’s Golden Eagle
Special Acres Desert Jasmine
Tnt’s La Femme Nikita
Kemar’s No Place Like Home
Mariki Kalico Lets Get Physical
Amberwind Hamrya Tears Of Fire
Paris Diablesse Say I Do
Timbreblue Windrydr Biker Girl
Norika Rh Ingenuity
Endeavor’s Reign Or Shine
Windryder’s Americade Cruiser

J Difazio
R Henery
H Dansereau
K Richter-Sand/R Richter-Sand
J Phillips
S Lane
A Andrews
L Obelcz/P Obelcz
S Hennessy/J Konwent
C Maclean
P Clinton
R Lutz
J Phillips/S Phillips
G Gramarossa/M Gramarossa
S Holley/S Mallonee
L Anichini-Downen
R Lutz/F Lutz
C Hirko/B Opsahl/G Putnam
K Goguen/L Lawrence
R Lutz/F Lutz

95.5
94
92
90
89.67
89.33
87
85
85
84.5
84.5
84
83
83
81
74
74
71
71
70

2
1
1
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Northwind’s Echo Of Poetry
Seaspell’s Concord Point
Surrey Hill Petaluma
Mirage’s Stack The Deck
Belaya Cirquedusol
Summit Red Silk Boxers
Aslan Artemis Harvest Moon
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Hamrya’s Excalibur
Mirage’s Here By Accident
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon
Belaya Cirquedusoleil
Endeavor’s Reign Or Shine
Karasar’s Royel Flush
Interlude Wish Upon A Star

K Nierengarten/I Mullauer
J Heffernan/d heffernan
L Duffy
N Gordon/N Wascom
C Siipola Chittum/V Carter
C Huzel
M Caro/C Davies/T Caro
L Hayes/S Hayes
S Rogers/D Lynch
C Odom
S Holley/S Mallonee
C Siipola Chittum/V Carter
K Goguen/L Lawrence
G Ball/K Kuper
H St Hilaire/J Quimet Boulinguez

98.33
98
97
96
94
93
88.5
88.33
87.67
86
85
81
78
77
75

3
1
3
2
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Orion’s Moondance Of Amulet

K Richter-Sand/R Richter-Sand

91

2
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Exc B

Nov A

2
3
4
5

Renegade’s Red Alert At Sea
Special Acres Desert Jasmine
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel

K Cole
P Clinton
S Holley/S Mallonee
A Andrews

1
2
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8

Foxford Sam Hill
Mirage’s Going For Broke
Shaldramikater Drum Of Autum
Thundering Tarnation
Unsnkablgalacticwateringhole
Loughren Pepper Of Rockabye
Unsinkable Blessed Thistle
Cogshall Forget Me Not
Krislyn Take It Easy
Chesara’s Mariki Nerys

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
Nov B
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
8
9
9
10
11
12

87
76
74
70

1
1
1
1

A Lubbers/J Lubbers
N Gordon
K Sibinovic/S Olmsted
A Lubbers/J Lubbers
A Schoenfeld
C Austin/U James
M Schoenfeld/L Nelson
C Austin/U James
A Sowders/D Bahm
M Ronning

100
99
99
97
97
93
89
88
77
75.67

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

Jammin’ Gunpowder
Shannon Down Mind Control
Belaya Silver Thistle
Laurel Chase Leia Bug
Tcs Zoomerang
Avalon Just Say Uncle
Abbey Boston Belle
Shaldra’s Kahlua And Cream
Whippoorwill Lady Of The Lake
Renegade Smokeless Wardance
Halmarque Santa Cruz
Galewind’s Life Of Reilly
Heartland Hh Lamborgini Diablo

A McNiven/L Wilks/S Heiniger
S Lane
C Gillies
J Pichette
A McNiven
M Lynne
J Hopfenbeck
S Dyer/K Dyer
D Myers/J Myers/B Henderson
K Dyer/R Nappier
J Honza
N Anderson/W Brizius
J Stewart/L Stewart/V Smith

97.67
96.33
95.5
94.33
93.67
93
92.5
92
86.33
86
84
75
75

3
3
2
3
3
1
2
1
3
3
2
1
1

Lanaken’s Hot-Shot Hero
Ima Leda’s Loving Swan
Midori Days De Sud
Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Affinity Like A Rock
Cherche’s Chance To Dance
Surrey Hill’s Ripon Jewel
Starline’s Extra Savoir-Faire
Mirage’s Accidents Happen
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Mama Mia Sky High

K Planchak
B Stockard
I Mullauer
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J Lubbers
R VanTassell
S Colflesh
K Lee/K Fredericks/L Anichini
R Miller
C Odom
L Hayes/S Hayes
R Henery
L KENNEL/S PEAK/M PRICE/L
PRICE
R Russ/M Metevia
H St Hilaire/J Quimet Boulinguez
L Costello/J Szymaniak
L Hayes/S Hayes
C Huzel
L Armstrong
E Rogers/S Rogers
C Gillies
B Lawrence
G Ball/K Kuper

100
100
99.5
99
99
99
99
99
98.75
98.5
98

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
4
2
1

98
98
98
98
97.5
97
96
96
95
94.5
93

3
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
2
2

Longlesson Turtle Dove
Baccarat Luck Be A Lady
Interlude Wish Upon A Star
Vitesse Full Pull
Wheatland Talltree
Summit Red Silk Boxers
Chesco Man On The Run
Kelave’s Call Me Diamond
Belaya Silver Thistle
Biscuit
Karasar’s Jackpot
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12
13
13
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20
22
23
24
24
25
26
26
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Shamasan Smokin’ Magic
Diablesse Say Surrey Hill
Hamrya’s Excalibur
Wegner’s On The Sly
Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Agstone Punch Diademas
Shaldra’s Kahlua And Cream
Domino Brazil Bardot
Tivio N Woodrose Crazy For You
Shaldra Mikater Jitterbug
Finghin’s Dropkick Murphys
Finghin’s Time Bandit
Anlan Sam Adams
Redglen Wyl E Coyote
Summit About Last Night
Windwalkers Katrinas Fanfare
Amberwind Hamrya Tears Of Fire
Agstone Fonseca Cosacos
Cherche’ Silver Jubilee
Bitterblue’s Nestor
Warburton Roots Of Rhythm
Atelier It’s About Time
Galewind’s Life Of Reilly
Belaya Silver Lining
Finghin’s Summer Ale Of Anlan
Blackmarbles CR Winter Ryde
Amherst Woods Forever Windrose
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Rideout’s First Edition Of Mimbres
Shamasan Lumos Solarum
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Rideout’s First Edition Of Mimbres
Shamasan Lumos Solarum

M Shanley
L Anichini-Downen
S Rogers/D Lynch
C Austin/U James
K Couch
C Stone/B Lowans
S Dyer/K Dyer
P Ewing/B Lessley
C Foxx/J Hite/T Hite
J Myers/D Myers
E McMichael/S McMichael
B Lessley/P Ewing/C Williams
C Canard
H Tatro/D Tatro
C Huzel
R Fremo/S Fremo
S Holley/S Mallonee
C Stone/B Lowans
S Colflesh/C Durance
L Garwacki/P Garwacki
S Phillips/P Renzulli
K Harwood
N Anderson/W Brizius
C Siipola Chittum/V Carter
E McMichael/S McMichael
B Wood
S Kirkham
A Andrews
D Myers/J Myers/P Rideout
M Shanley/P Booth
A Andrews
D Myers/J Myers/P Rideout
M Shanley/P Booth

93
92
92
92
91.67
91.33
90.5
89.33
89
88.33
88
88
87.5
87.33
86.67
86.67
85.67
85
85
85
84.67
84.5
84
82
80.33
78.33
77.5
75
72.67
71
75
72.67
71

2
3
2
1
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
1
3
1
1
3
1

Obedience Ranking 1/1/09 thru 7/31/09
Class
Novice A

Average
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

190
186.5
183
182
180.25
174.5
173

1
2
3
4
5
6
6

195
194.833
194.167
192.5
191.25
191
191

Qualifying
Score

Dog Name

Owner

Affinity Like A Rock
Devereux’s Evening Star
Cabria’s Spell Of The Sea
Where Its Att Moon Beam Triton
Kinvara Victory Of Endeavor
Wolfram Ways Rabbit In The Hat
Shantellie Countess Of Steel

R Van Tassell
R Brown/C Brown/A BASS
M Conta/K Roberson
W Whereatt/C Holliday
G Vanderford/L Stewart
K Couch
P Campbell

2
1
1
1
2
2
2

Devereux The Sweetest Thing-Fanny
Midori Days De Sud
Dreams Charm Me
Wheatland Talltree
Seaspell’s Concord Point
Ima Leda’s Loving Swan
Paris Diablesse Say I Do

T Lerner/M Lake
I Mullauer
P Younger
L Hayes/S Hayes
J Heffernan/d heffernan
B Stockard
L Anichini-Downen

5
3
3
1
2
4
1

Novice B
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
22
22
23
24
25
25
26
27
28
29

190.5
189.5
189.375
189
188
187.75
186.75
186
185.5
185
184.5
184.375
184
183.5
183
182
182
182
181.667
180.5
179
179
177.333
177
173.75
173

Hunterhill Snowdrift
Krislyn Take It Easy
Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero
Lucy Andrews
Mirage’s Stack The Deck
Longlesson Turtle Dove
Northwind Top Speed Travlr De Sud
Wyatt Of Dodge City
Summit Autumn Gabardine Martin
Summit Red Silk Boxers
Notorious Poeta Omg Fudge
Bitterblue’s Nestor
Mirage’s Here By Accident
Longlesson Turtle Dove CD
Diablesse Say Surrey Hill
Devonair’s Mysterious Ellery
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Whippoorwill Mystic
Lanaken’s Hot-Shot Hero
Grand Prix’s Golden Eagle
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Baccarat Luck Be A Lady
Kentruth Famous Grouse
Indigo Charged To The Max
Endeavor’s Reign Or Shine
Broadstrider Soul Of Heian

G Ball
A Sowders/D Bahm
E Adler
A Andrews
N Gordon/N Wascom
L KENNEL/S PEAK/M PRICE/L PRICE
C Foss-Tietz/K Nierengarten
d heffernan/J Heffernan
D Miller/A Miller
C Huzel
V Jackson
L Garwacki/P Garwacki
C Odom
L KENNEL/S PEAK/M PRICE/L PRICE
L Anichini-Downen
H Dansereau
L Hayes/S Hayes
A Andrews/B Henderson
K Planchak
C Maclean
A Andrews
R Russ/M Metevia
L Duffy
L Obelcz/P Obelcz
K Goguen/L Lawrence
M Pruett/P Jones

1
1
4
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
4
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
2
2
1

1

174.833

Geordon Seaspell Say Hey Kid

L Kaufman/M Kaufman

3

1
2

195
192

Maverick Cowgirl Chic
Foxford Sam Hill

R Amado/H Heil
A Lubbers/J Lubbers

2
1

1

180.5

Lakes Play Beyond Liberty

T Lerner/M Lake

1

Open A
Open B

Utility A

The above Rankings are compiled from the AKC Awards Publication. Please
forward any questions to me at mull4291@yahoo.com.
Below is the number titles earned in July according to the New Titles report from
the AKC.
Agility Excellent Count
Novice Agility Count
Novice Agility Jumper Count
Open Agility Count
Open Agility Jumper Count
Total Agility

1
4
4
3
2
12

Field Champion Count
Junior Courser Count
Lure Courser Excellent Count
Master Courser Count
Senior Courser Count
Total Coursing

5
12
1
4
12
34

Companion Dog Count
Companion Dog Excellent Count
Rally Advanced Count
Rally Excellent Count
Rally Novice Count
Total Obedience

2
1
6
1
4
14

Champions

21
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2009 AWC Whippet News ANNUAL
It’s time again already!! Another great Annual is coming! Don’t be left out. Don’t wait. Don’t be late!
ADVERTISE YOUR WHIPPET ARTS AND CRAFTS, LEASHES AND COATS !

RATES:

(Covers not available)

FULL PAGE AD - Black & White :.................................................................................................................. $ 150.00
FULL PAGE AD - COLOR : ............................................................................................................................... $ 400.00
HALF PAGE AD - (B&W) : . .............................................................................................................................. $ 90.00
PEDIGREE SECTION PAGE:

This formatted section includes photo of dog, dog’s name, color, sex, height, call name, date whelped
and FOUR GENERATION PEDIGREE, owner’s name, address and phone, and breeder’s name. You may
also note if your dog has been checked clear for CERF, BAER and/or HEART anomalies. Be sure to
include all necessary information! And please SEND LEGIBLE PEDIGREES!! [ONE dog per page ]. ...... $ 80.00

KENNEL LISTING:

Includes kennel name, your name, mailing address, phone number, email / web address.

If accompanying other advertising: . .................................................................................................... $ 10.00
Kennel Listing only: ..................................................................................................................................... $ 15.00

Please READ and help us by following these GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING ADS:
1.

TYPE your ad copy. If you cannot type it, then PRINT CLEARLY! (especially pedigrees!!!) Proof your copy carefully.
Try to keep your copy short. The best ads are the simplest.

2.

Send good quality photos. Send either black & white or good quality color photographs. Avoid pebble finish prints.
DO NOT SEND COLOR PHOTOCOPIES OR INKJET PRINTS!! Send the original photo or digital image instead. If you are sending
DIGITAL IMAGES for your ads, the resolution should be 300 dpi AT THEIR FINAL SIZE (the size they will be used in the ad).

3.

Do NOT cut your photos!! All you need say is “dog only” or “dog and handler only” or whatever. Or you can indicate special
cropping on a paper overlay if you prefer (remember Pedigree Section photos are all “dog only”). LABEL the back of each
photo with a gummed label, including your name and address and the dog’s name (do not write on the back with a pen or a
felt marker - it can show through on the front and ruin your photograph). If you are including several photos, number them
and put corresponding numbers on your layout page. All photos will be returned with your advertiser’s copy of the Annual.

4.

PLACEMENT - Individuals who wish to be placed together should clearly indicate BY ADVERTISER NAME (not kennel name, or
dog’s name) who they wish to be with, and in what order, when sending advertising or payment for ads. Every effort will be
made to accommodate these requests.

5.

All ads must be paid in U.S. funds by check or via PayPal (see link on AWC home page: www.americanwhippetclub.net, then
click “2009 Annual Advertising” along left menu bar).

We will gladly set up your ads for you at NO extra charge, but if you wish to submit CAMERA READY ARTWORK,
please follow technical requirements as specified on following page!
• • • All covers are reserved on a first come basis / contact me by phone or email for availability • • •
• • • • You do NOT have to be a member of the American Whippet Club to advertise in the AWC Whippet News Annual • • • •
CLUB PAGES - Regional Whippet clubs are invited to send a one-page report on their 2009 activities to be included in the
Annual at no charge. Send your page, TYPED or camera ready, and submitted by January 15, 2010. Don’t be left out!
You may also send an Independent Specialty results page and BOB photo.
As always, your CANDID PHOTO SUBMISSIONS are most welcome! (Everybody loves them!!)
PLEASE PUT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON ALL PHOTOS (including candids & CDs), so that they may all be returned.

CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Whippet Annual
MAIL TO: Wendy Clark, 5088 Breckenhurst Drive, Hilliard, OH 43026 USA
E-mail: DUNBERRY@SBCGLOBAL.NET / Ph: 614.777.0124

FINAL ADVERTISING DEADLINE: JANUARY 15, 2010

2009 AWC Whippet News ANNUAL
We will gladly set up your ads for you (there is no additional charge), but

IF YOU WISH TO SEND “CAMERA READY” ARTWORK - PLEASE READ!!
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l

l

YOUR PAYMENT still must be received by the advertising deadline of January 15, 2010.
With your payment, include your name, mailing address, and either a phone number or email contact for
questions.
ALL ARTWORK must be received BY THE END OF JANUARY, 2010.
SOFTWARE supported: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign, Adobe PageMaker, Adobe Photoshop, Corel
Draw, Macromedia Freehand, and QuarkXpress.
Fonts must be TYPE 1 or OpenType fonts; send the fonts even if they are embedded.
PDF files: We will accept PDF files as camera ready art, but they must be saved as high resolution PDF’s
(“press quality”) with fonts embedded. If in color, they must also be saved as CMYK. We would prefer
that the native file that the ad was created in also be included, along with all support files and fonts, in
case the PDF isn’t correctly made or there is a problem with it. This will enable us to use the original files
to ensure correct output.
WNAnnual final trim size: 8.5” x 11”
MARGINS of .5” (1/2”) should be allowed on all sides of page for anything deemed important (text,
dog parts, etc). I would recommend allowing .75” (3/4”) on the bound edge for anything important.
BLEEDS should be +.125” (1/8”) on all sides (8.75” x 11.25”), however original margins requirements still
apply (see above)
Black and white ads must be submitted in GRAYSCALE, whether they are hard copy originals or digital
files.

l

Color ads must be submitted in CMYK.

l

Include a hard copy, jpg, or pdf PROOF of your ad, so we know what it’s supposed to look like.

l

l

l

LABEL ALL ELECTRONIC FILES with the advertiser’s NAME (not kennel name), the page number and
position; for example: “Smith p1L.pdf”, “Smith p2R.pdf” If a file contains more than one page, be sure
to specify whether the ads begin on a LEFT or RIGHT side page.
Sorry, but FILM is longer accepted. The printer has had too many problems with provided film. Please
submit files as specified, or let us do the set-up for you.
Pedigree Section pages cannot be submitted as camera ready.
Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have questions!
E-mail: dunberry@sbcglobal.net / Ph: 614.777.0124
CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Whippet Annual
MAIL TO: Wendy Clark, 5088 Breckenhurst Drive, Hilliard OH 43026
Or by PayPal - see link on AWC home page: www.americanwhippetclub.net
then click “2009 Annual Advertising” along left menu bar

FINAL ADVERTISING DEADLINE (to submit payment): JANUARY 15, 2010

FINAL DEADLINE TO SUBMIT CAMERA READY ART: JANUARY 31, 2010

Christine hopperstad, editor
130 34th Ave e
THE
WHIPPET NEWS
seattle WA
98112
Christine Hopperstad, Editor
130 34th Ave. E.
Seattle, WA 98112

www.stevesurfman.com

